popular culture studies wikipedia - popular culture studies is the study of popular culture from a critical theory perspective combining communication studies and cultural studies the first institution, culture new world encyclopedia - religion and other belief systems are integral to a culture religion often codifies behavior such as with the 10 commandments of judaism and christianity or the, areas of study princeton university - for students who wish to study the complex interplay between political economic and cultural forces shaping the historic achievements and struggles of african, melanesian culture cultural region pacific ocean - melanesian culture melanesian culture the beliefs and practices of the indigenous peoples of the ethnogeographic group of pacific islands known as melanesia, open culture the best free cultural educational media - there may be as many doors into alcoholics anonymous in the 21st century as there are people who walk through them from every world religion to no religion, what is postcolonialism postcolonialism postcolonialism postcolonial theory postcolonian studies post colonial theory is a specifically postmodern intellectual discourse that consists of reactions to, interdisciplinary studies university of washington - uw bothell interdisciplinary arts sci bothell interdisciplinary studies detailed course offerings time schedule are available for spring quarter 2019